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PART 1: COMPOSITION (40 MARKS) 

Write a composition of about 250 - 300 words οη the following topic: 

Most countries aim to improve their living standard by economic development, 

but some important social values are lost as a result. Do you think the 

advantages outweigh the disadvantages? 

PART 11: READING COMPREHENSION (30 MARKS) 

Read the text below and do ALL the exercises that follow: 

Can Economics Be Ethical? 

1. Recent debates about the economy have redίscovered the question, "ίs 
that right?, where "right" means more than just profits or efficiency. 

2. Some argue that because free markets allow for personal choice, they are 
already ethical. Others have accepted the ethical critique and embraced 

corporate social responsίbility. But before we can label any market outcome 
as "immoral, " or sneer at economists who try to put a price on being ethical, 
ννe need to be clear on what we are talking about. 

3. There are different views on where ethics should apply when someone 
makes an economic decision. Consider Adam Smith, widely regarded as the 
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founder of modern economics. He was a moral philosopher who believed 
sympathy for others was the basis for ethics (we would call it empathy 
nowadays). But one of his key philosophies was that acting on this empathy 
could be counter-productive - he observed people becoming better off when 
they put their empathy aside, and interacted in a self-interested � - SmitΘ 
justifies selfish behaviour by the outcome. When��Ψ planners ύs�ost
benefit analysis to justify a ne� ilway line, or so�eone retrains to boost 

their earning power, or a shopper buys one to get one free, they are using the 
same approach: empathising with someone, and seeking an outcome which 
makes that person as well off as possible - although the person they are 
empathising with may be themselves in the future. 

4. lnstead of judging consequences, Aristotle said ethics was about having 
'6ν-the right character - displaying virtues like courage and honesty. lt is a view 

put into practice whenever business leaders are chosen for their good 
character. But it is a hard philosophy to teach with PowerPoint - just how 
much loyalty should you show to a manufacturer that keeps making a loss? 
Show too little and you're a "greed is good" corporate raider; too much and 
you're wasting money on unproductive capital. Aristotle thought there was a 
golden mean between the two extremes, and finding it was a matter of fine 
judgment. But if ethics is about character, it's not clear what those 
cbaracteristics should be. 

5. There is yet another approach: instead o'{";boting ethics in character or the 
consequences of actions, we can focus on �r actions themselves. From this 
perspective some things are right, some wrong - we should buy fair trade 
goods, we shouldn't tell lies in adverts. Ethics becomes a list of 
commandments, a catalogue of "dos" and "don'ts." When a finance minister 
refuses to devalue a currency because they have promised not to, they are 
defining ethics in this way. According to this approach devaluation can still be 
bad, even if it would make everybody better off. 

6. Many moral dilemmas arise when these three versions pull in different 
directions but clashes are not inevitable. Take fair trade coffee, f.or example: 
buying it might have good consequences, be virtuous, and also be the right 
way to act in a flawed market. Common ground like this suggests that, even 
without agreement on where ethics applies, ethical economics is still possible. 

7. Whenever we feel queasy about "perfect" competitive markets, the problem 
is often rooted in a phony conception of people. The model of man on which 
classical economics is based - an entirely rational and selfish being - is a 
parody, as John Stuart Mill, the philosopher who pioneered the model, 
accepted. Most ppople � even economists - now accept that this "economic 
r:r,ian"- is-a-fi�e--ι+k-e-a+terd;- osses more t an we op 
ιfor gains; rarely can our brains process all the relevant facts. 
' 
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/ 8. These human quirks mean we can never make purely "rational" decisions. 
Α new wave of behavioural economists is trying to understand our 
psychology, both alone and in groups, so they can anticipate our decisions in 
the marketplace more accurately. But psychology can also help us 
understand why we react in disgust at economic injustice, or accept a moral 
law as universal. Which means that the relatively new science of human 
behaviour might also define ethics for us. Ethical economics would then 
emerge from one of the least likely places: economists themselves. 

https://www.prospectmaqazine.eo.uk/economics-and-finance 

Α. Choose the best answer a, b, c or d according to the text. 

1. The purpose of the text is to ... 
(5χ3 = 15 marks) 

Α) consider an ethical dilemma posed by cost-benefit analysis. 

Β) describe a psychology study of ethical economic behavior. 

C) argue that the free market prohibits ethical economics. 

Ο xamine ways of evaluating the ethics of economics. 

2. Which of the following objections to criticizing the ethics of free markets 
doe the author anticipate? 

--J__ Α) Smith's association of free markets with ethical behavior still 
,j applies today. 

Β) Free markets are the best way to generate high profits, so ethics 
are a secondary consideration. 

C) Free markets are ethical because they are made possible by 
devalued currency. 

Ο) Free markets are ethical because they enable individuals to 
make choices. 

3. Paragraph five is about ... 

f) developing a counterargument to
_
the claim that gr�ed is good. 

'j') providing support for the idea that ethics is about character. 

- -..:;�describing another approach to defining ethical economics. 

Ο) illustrating that one's actions are a result of one's character. 
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4. Which one of the following statements best supports the author's claim 
that there is common ground shared by the different approaches to 
ethics found in the passage? 

"There are different views on where ethics should apply when 
someone makes an economic decision" (paragraph 3) 

Β) "From this perspective some things are right, some wrong - we 
should buy fair trade goods, we shouldn't tell lies in adverts" 
(paragraph 5) 

C) 'Take fair trade coffee for eχample: buying it might have good 
consequences, be virtuous, and also be the right way to act in a 
flawed market" (paragraph 6) 

Ο) " We behave like a herd; we fear losses more then we hope for 
gains; rarely can our brains process all the relevant facts" 
(paragraph 7) 

5. The main idea of the last paragraph is that .. . 

Α) human quirks make it difficult to predict people's ethical 
decisions accurately. 

Β) people universally react with disgust when faced with economic 
injustice. 

C understanding human psychology may help to define ethics in 
economics. 

Ο) economists themselves will be responsible for reforming the free 
market. 

Β. Answer the following questions according to the text. (3χ3= 9 marks) 

1. Although Adam Smith believed that ethics should be based on 
empathy what eχamples does he give to show that a man is much 
better off otherwise? Give three (3) eχamples. 

2. According to the passage ethics in economics can be eχamined in 
three (3) different perspectives. What are they? 

3. What proof in the passage shows that the model of an "economic man" 
does not eχist. Provide three (3) pieces of evidence. 
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C. Choose the best answer a, b, c or d to explain the following words 
according to the text. They are ίη bold ίη the text. (6 χ 1 = 6 marks) 

1. embraced ir:J ·���agraph 2 most nearly means . . .  

a. Ιο e/y held υadily adopled C. eagerly hred d. reluctantly used 

boost in paragraph 3 most nearly means . . .  

increase b. reform c. push d. strike 

�l clashes in paragraph 6 most nearly means . . . 

(} conflicts b. mismatches c. collisions d. quarrels 

4. virtuous in pa5 graph 6 most nearly means . . . 
ιC'\. a. righteous b. pure c. compassionate vιonest 

5. pioneered in paragraph 7 most n arly means . . .  

a. featured b. set up c. thought of 

6. quirks in paragraph 8 most nearly means . . .  

a. mentalities Θ attitudes c. tricks 

PART 111: USE OF ENGLISH 

d. introduced 

d. oddities 

(30 MARKS) 

Α. Complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the 
first one. Use the word ίη bold and other words to complete each 
sentence. Do not change the words given. (5 χ 2 = 1 Ο marks) 

1. You shouldn't speak to him under any circumstances. 

circumstances 

Under .... .......................... speak to him. 

2. lt's such a shame that 1 didn't go to Rome when 1 had the chance. 

regret 

1 ... . . . ............ . to Rome when 1 had the chance. 

3. 1 was just about to give her a call when she came round the corner. 

point 

1 ........ ....... . . ..... a call when she came round the corner. 
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4. The minister's resignation from the government was caused by the 
discovery of his role ίn the fίnancίal scandal. 

led 

The dίscovery of the mίnίster's role ίn the financial scandal . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .  the 
government. 

5. Oh, there you are! 1 dίdn't even know you had gone out! 

unaware 

1 . . . .. . . . . . . .... . . . .  that you had gone out. 

8. Fill ίη the gaps ίη the following sentences with the correct form of the 

words given ίη capitals. (10 χ 1 = 10 marks) 

1. Traίners look for dogs that possess a ... (HIGH) sensίtivity to sounds and 

smells. 

2. The next tίme you are ίn a dark place ίn the countrysίde at nίght, look up 

at the night sky and wonder at the . . .  (NUMBER) stars set out in the 

heavens before you. 

3. They put many unnecessary . . .  (ADD) in food. 

4. Did you use to have . .. (ALLOW) as a child? 

5. Lίfe . . . (EXPECT) varίes according to country and gender. 

6. Harry loves cars and he ίs so .. .  (KNOW) about them. 

7. There ίs lίttle . . . (LIKEL Υ) of the prime minister being re-elected. 

8. The . .. (RIVAL) between the city's two football teams ίs quίte fierce. 

9. Thanks to the large .. . (INHERIT) from her grandmother, Paula was able 

to buy a big house. 

1 Ο. Chickenpox ίs a highly . . . (INFECT) disease which many people catch as 

a child. 
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C. Fill in the gaps in the following text with only ΟΝΕ word. 

(10 χ 1 = 10 marks) 

Making a Good lmpression Depends on Who You Want to lmpress 

ln the psychology of ίmpressίon management, ίt's all about those fίrst few 
seconds of an ίnteractίon. You know you'll be judged, as you judge (1).'.'�urn , 

ι..α '-"'"" by what happens the moment you and a stranger see (2) ... other for the first 
tίme. (3) . .. , dίd you realίze that you may even form a judgment (4) ... � 

someone's personal qualίtίes before you ever set eyes on each other? 

\� 

ln an onlίne datίng scenarίo, you have the complete freedom to descrίbe (5) Ί?.ο->"�� 
\...λ\..Q ίn any way you see fίt. You may not be able to get (6) ... as much wίth . ' 

manίpulatίng your physίcal appearance though some people valiantly try. 
However, you can slant the way you present your personalίty and skills (7) .-..λ� 
to the effect you hope to have (B)"'�y <[?f�nlίne audience. You can represent 
your personal qualities (9)-":':":'tn&written word, either in a self-descriptίon or in 
your list of accomplishments. lt's important to take these into (10) ... when you 

Q.t1...o ..... �). 
ponder the words you'll use to gain their attention. 

www.psychologytoday.com 
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